
Effect of Fish Feed Making Machine on Feed
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Mechanical drawing

Main performance characteristics of Fish Feed Making Machine:

1. Simple structure, broad applicability, small footprint, and low noise.
2. Powdered feed and grass powder can be granulated without (or a little) liquid addition.
Therefore, the moisture content of pellet feed is basically the moisture content of the material
before pelleting, which is more conducive to storage.
3. The granules made by this machine have high hardness, smooth surface, and sufficient
internal maturation, which can improve the digestion and absorption of nutrients, and can kill
common pathogenic microorganisms and parasites. It is suitable for breeding rabbits, fish,
ducks, and laboratory animals. Compared with mixed powdered feed, higher economic benefits
can be obtained.
4. This model is equipped with a variety of aperture molds suitable for granulating different
materials and achieving the desired effect.
5. Adapt to different materials to ensure the suppression effect. The compression molding of
wood chips and corn stalks requires a lot of pressure. In the same type of granulating
equipment, the roller part is the central part of the entire machine, and the alloy steel is used to
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increase the service life of the roller.

Why choose animal feed machine to make feed? How does choosing Fish Feed Making
Machine affect the feed?
Animal feed made with advanced technology contains high protein, nutrients, mineral elements,
and floating, It can sink into various freshwater and marine fish and be used for shrimp and crab
without waste. It is a feed manufacturing ideal plant choice.
Improved feed quality: The unique mixing shaft and blade design effectively improve the
cooking degree and mixing uniformity. The high water resistance of feed can effectively reduce
feed waste and water pollution, better digest, and reduce FCR.

Feed map

With the continuous development of technology, more and more manufacturers choose the Fish
Feed Making Machine, which changes the traditional method of making feed, improves the
quality of pet feed, and is rich in nutrients and more suitable for various types of fish.
All fish food equipment made by Loyal are made of stainless steel, and the entire fish food
production line is completely continuous and automatic. If you have other needs, we can
provide basic fish food formulas according to your requirements. The shape and size of fish
food can be changed by changing the abrasive tools; we can offer you with molds of different
sizes, we can provide packaging machines and fish Used in conjunction with feed production
lines.
We have not only basic fish feed formulas but also professional fish feed formulas based on
different types of fish.
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